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Executive Summary
Bicycle Nova Scotia and the Town of Middleton are working together to develop an All Ages
and Abilities (AAA) cycling network, select a priority route, and produce a concept design
for the priority route. Bicycle Nova Scotia has been evaluating transportation habits and
route options for an active transportation network in Middleton, and has gathered public
feedback to develop a draft route map. Bicycle Nova Scotia engaged 77 people in Middleton,
and analyzed responses, resulting in important considerations and themes emerging
for the active transportation network plan. The key themes include: safety, high quality
infrastructure, discomfort sharing space with motor vehicle traffic, attractiveness of routes,
excitement, connectivity, accessibility, and community building. These themes are important
to residents and stakeholders and should be prioritized in planning and implementation of
active transportation projects in Middleton. The draft network map developed through public
engagement can be seen below. Feedback from the public can be found within this report.
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Introduction
The Blue Route Hubs Project aims to link
residents to the places they want to go by
walking, rolling, or cycling, and connect the
provincial Blue Route cycling network to
downtowns across the province. By working
with the community, plans are created for
a network of safe cycling infrastructure to
allow locals and visitors to access the places
they want to visit by bike. Bicycle Nova
Scotia focuses efforts in communities along
the Blue Route to advance Nova Scotia’s
provincial cycling network. The Blue Route
provincial cycling network map is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - Blue Route Map

The Blue Route Hubs Projects are carried out
in partnership between Bicycle Nova Scotia
and municipalities along the Blue Route,
including Middleton. From November 2021
to January 2022 we conducted in-person
and online public engagement activities and
this document is a “What we Heard” report
for the first phase of the project. There are
two phases in total, including developing
an active transportation network and
determining the priority route (Phase 1), and
designing a concept for the priority route
with specific facility
types identified
for the route
(Phase 2).
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This report summarizes
feedback gathered through the public
engagement process and what we heard for
Phase 1 of the Blue Route Hubs Project in
Middleton.
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Public Engagement Overview
From November 2021 to January 2022, Bicycle Nova Scotia conducted public engagement
activities to inform phase 1 of the Blue Route Hubs Project in Middleton. Gathering feedback
from local residents is a key part of decision making for the Blue Route Hubs Project, and all
feedback provided is incredibly helpful and valued. Bicycle Nova Scotia carried out the following
public engagement activities.
1. Hubs Activation Team Meeting - on November 22nd, 2021 the Bicycle Nova Scotia
Active Transportation Planner facilitated a meeting with the newly formed Hubs Activation
Team in Middleton. The team consists of 7 members, including the Town’s CAO, Active
Living Coordinator, and community residents and business owners.
2. Accessibility Advisory Committee Meeting - on December 14th the Bicycle Nova Scotia
Active Transportation Planner presented to Middleton’s Accessibility Advisory Committee
and gathered input about the Blue Route Hubs Project from committee members. The
Accessibility Advisory Committee has 11 members.
3. Pop-up Public Engagement Activity - on December 14th the Bicycle Nova Scotia
Active Transportation Planner and the Middleton Active Living Coordinator hosted a booth
at Your Independent Grocer in Middleton to speak with residents about the project. The
project team spoke with 20 residents.
4. Online Survey for Residents - from December 10th, 2021 to January 12th, 2022
Middleton residents were invited to fill out an online survey about their travel habits, what
would encourage them to cycle more, and if they though the draft active transportation
network routes made sense. In total, 39 people participated in the survey.
Overall, 77 people shared feedback about cycling in Middleton to inform the first phase of the
Blue Route Hubs Project. Summaries of the information gathered throughout the engagement
activities are presented in the following sections of this report.
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Hubs Activation Team
Bicycle Nova Scotia held a meeting with the Hubs Activation Team in Middleton on November
22nd, 2021. Five participants took part in the meeting, plus the Bicycle Nova Scotia Active
Transportation Planner, who facilitated the session. The Hubs Activation Team Members are
listed below. At the meeting, participants were asked to map important destinations in town
and ideal routes for active travel in Middleton. The feedback gathered is presented below.

Hubs Activation Team
Members
Lisa Fenton, Active Living Coordinator,
Middleton
Jen Boyd, CAO, Middleton
Andy Kerr, Director of Recreation &
Community Development, Middleton
Mike Balcom, Business Owner & resident
Wendy Balcom, resident
Heather Baxter, Owner of Your
Independent Grocer & resident
Sweis Ubels, Pastor & resident
Alyssa Turner, Community Health Board
Matt Pearce, Director of Public Works,
Middleton
Stanley Walker, Foreman for Public Works,
Middleton

Important Destinations
During the meeting team members were
asked to identify the important destinations
in Middleton that residents and visitors
would want to access. The destinations
identified are listed below and marked on
maps in Figures 2-4.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annapolis East Elementary School
Middleton Regional High School
NSCC Annapolis Valley Campus
Foodland
Your Independent Grocer
Rotary Raceway Park
Centennial Park
Riverside Park
Soldier’s Memorial Hospital
Middleton Railway Museum
Macdonald Museum
Middleton Public Pool
Middleton Arena
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Potential Routes
During the meeting team members were
asked to identify three active transportation
routes through Middleton that would
connect to as many of the key destinations
they identified as possible. They were asked
to consider the routes through the lens of
three hypothetical residents to encourage
thinking about people in a variety of
circumstances and how they would move
throughout Town using active modes of
transportation. This exercise was borrowed
from the Nova Scotia Main Streets Initiative
Conversation Guide and Ideas Book. The
three hypothetic residents are listed below.
•
•
•

Jack: an 8 year old who lives nearby
and is learning to cycle
Alex: a 23 year old who gets around
by wheelchair
Guy: an 80 year old and lifelong 		
resident of Middleton

Based on their own lived experience
in Middleton, and consideration of the
hypothetical residents listed previously, the
team suggested the following streets for an
active transportation network:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial Street
Bridge Street
The Harvest Moon Trail and South 		
Shore Annapolis Trail, with 			
an extension of the trail to
connect to Riverside Park
Marshall Street
King Street
Connaught Avenue
Jones Avenue
Taylor Drive
Goucher Avenue
School Street
Spring Garden Road
Oakland Drive

The conceptual routes are drawn out by Hubs
Activation Team members in Figures 2-4. The
routes proposed by the team were reviewed
and compiled by Bicycle Nova Scotia into a
draft active transportation network map to
share with the public for feedback.
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Figure 2 - Draft Map Version 1
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Figure 3 - Draft Map Version 2
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Figure 4 - Draft Map Version 3
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Accessibility Committee
To gather feedback from Middleton residents who have disabilities, the Bicycle Nova Scotia
Active Transportation Planner presented the draft active transportation network to Middleton’s
Accessibility Advisory Committee. Committee members were asked for their input on the routes
on the map and what would make walking, rolling, and cycling feel safe for them in Middleton.
The following notes were taken at the meeting to capture the feedback received.

•

•

•

•
•

•

Several committee members noted that multi-use pathways don’t feel safe or 			
comfortable for them and they would not want to see multi-use pathways installed 		
downtown
A protected bike lane was suggested with a concrete jersey barrier to protect people 		
cycling (when prompted about how a pre-cast curb and flexible bollard would 			
feel they said that would feel safe as well)
One committee member asked about standards and guidelines for active 			
transportation infrastructure, and Bicycle Nova Scotia shared that the designs conform
to national design standards set out by the Transportation Association of Canada (TAC)
It was noted that no trees should be removed for active transportation infrastructure
A committee member suggested including upgrades to the trail further along the 		
Harvest Moon Trail to the town line, rather than only looping down onto the 			
South Shore trail
Committee members noted that parking on Main Street is not ideal currently because 		
the travel lane is so narrow and that parking could be removed on Main Street
•
There was an openness to investigate back-in angled parking as an option for
Commercial Street, and there were questions about the safety implications of
including back-in angled parking from one person
•
Some members mentioned the potential to make
Commercial Street a 1-way street
• Someone suggested to include Senator
Drive as part of the network
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Pop-up Engagement
A pop-up engagement event took place on Tuesday, February 14th from 11:00am to 1:00pm at
Your Independent Grocer in Middleton. Meghan Doucette (Bicycle Nova Scotia) and Lisa Fenton
(Town of Middleton) hosted the pop-up and spoke to 20 people who were out shopping that
day. Bicycle Nova Scotia had used the feedback from earlier engagement to develop a draft
active transportation network map, seen in Figure 5, and shared at the pop-up.
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Staff received great insights from people
who stopped by the pop-up. Route 2 (purple)
is the preferred route of 72% of people at
the pop-up event. Route 1 and 3 were both
the preferred routes of 14% of people at the
pop-up. People noted that Route 2 has the
most potential for improvement because
it feels the least safe currently. Generally
people who provided feedback at the popup event viewed the Blue Route Hubs Project
as a positive thing for their community. A
selection of comments from the pop-up
event can be found on the next page.
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People passing by the booth were asked two
questions:
1. Does the route map make sense?
(Would you select different streets or
change anything?)
2. Which route do you think should be
prioritized for implementation and move
forward to the concept design stage?

Figure 5 - Draft Active Transportation Network
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Route 1 Comments
“School St.
would be a good
alternative to
Commercial St.”

“Need
parking on
Commercial
St.”

Route 3 Comments

“Main routes
are ideal for active
transportation if you
can mitigate the
traffic.”

Route 2 Comments
“Traffic
noise on Main
“Main
St. is unpleasant
routes are
“Parking is
(mitigate this or look
ideal for active
too narrow on
at alternative quieter
transportation if you
Main St. now so
street).”
can mitigate the traffic.”
people park on a side
street and walk.”
“Main
St. should be
prioritized because it
has the most traffic and
“Prioritize
no where to get over
Main St. but
on the side.”
all routes are
needed to create
connections.”

“Trail
should
be prioritized
because it’s
the easiest to
implement.”

“Include
Senator Drive as
part of the network
to connect the trail
to Main St.”

“Horse riding
is hard on pavement
but most people on
horses use the old
tracks, not the Harvest
Moon Trail.”

General Comments
“Bicycle
lanes would
be great.”

“Back roads
are good for
meeting your
neighbours.”

“Good
idea.”

“We need
more of
this.”

“More offstreet parking
would help.”

“Routes
are exactly
where they should
be to access
businesses.”
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Online Survey
Bicycle Nova Scotia conducted an online survey for residents of Middleton. Answers were
collected between December 10th, 2021 and January 12th, 2022. There were 39 survey
responses. The questions and answers from the survey can be found in this section of the
report, as well as a summary of the themes that emerged.

Figure 7 shows that the age of respondents
skews older, with 72% of respondents being
50 years of age or above, Figure 8 shows that
69% of respondents live in Middleton or the
immediate area, and Figure 9 shows that a
slight majority (56%) of respondents are
women. A Canadian study1 has shown that
women are less likely to cycle than men.
Having input from women is important to
understand what would make cycling more
attractive to women and people who identify
with the experience of being a women.

Question: In which of the following areas do
you live? (see map in Figure 10)
Figure 8 - Where They Live

1 Velo Canada Bikes (2021). Pedal Poll Summary
Results.

Figure 7 - Who Was Talking

Question: What is your gender?
Figure 9 - Respondent Gender

Female
56%

Male
44%

Other 0%
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Figure 10 - Middleton Areas Map

While 72% of respondent’s trips could
be done by bike, 56% of people use an
automobile as their most regular mode of
transportation, as shown in Figure 12.
Question: What mode of transport do you
most often use to get around Middleton?
Figure 12 - Respondent Mode of Transport
Mobility device
0%
Bus 0%

Other
5%
Cycling
13%

Auto-driver
54%

Walking
26%

Cycling is an efficient way to get around
Middleton relative to driving. A 5km trip takes
less than 20 minutes by bike. Most people
can comfortably cycle for 8km, meaning that
if the numbers in Figure 11 are reflective of
the entire population, 72% of daily trips in
Middleton could be done by cycling.
Question: What is the average distance of
your daily trips?
Figure 11 - Average Daily Trip Length
<1 km
5%

Auto-passenger
2%

Question: What is your average number of
trips in a day?
Figure 13 - Average # of Daily Trips
>4 trips 3%
4 trips

3 trips 5%
5%

<1 trip
29%

>8 km
28%
1-4 km
39%
4-8 km
28%

2 trips
47%

1 trip
29%
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Question: How often do you cycle?
Figure 14 - Cycling Frequency
Never
8%
Daily - 20%
At least once/
year - 18%
At least once/
month - 10%

At least once/
week - 44%

Question: Are there barriers that limit
your ability to use certain modes of
transportation? (eg. financial, physical,
cognitive, etc.)
Figure 15 - Barriers to Transportation

As shown in Figure 15, 33% of respondents
have a barrier that limits their mobility with
some modes of transportation. Some quotes
expanding on respondents’ transportation
barriers can be seen to the right.

“My license was
suspended for medical
reasons in March and even
when it is reinstated (could be
any day) I will continue to ride my
bike when it is within a reasonable
distance and the weather allows
but it is not convenient for every
day when the roads are not
safe and there are no bike
lanes”
“Cars
are too
“Poor trail
expensive and
conditions and
not environmentally
unsafe streets,
friendly I would prefer
lack of safe bike
to bike every where.
lanes”
I wish it was
safer!”
“I live in South
Williamston on Hwy 201. Riding
on hwy 201 and hwy 1 is scary and
I get anxious each time start out. Cars
rarely yield to anything on the side of the
road and I have witnessed too many near head
on collisions as vehicles pass me in blind spots,
in particular Ledgehill. The rail trail is rough due
to ATV traffic and not friendly to my bike. My
preference would be to ride into Middleton all
the time spring, fall and summer if there was
a safe comfortable route. About 5 years ago
we moved back from Ottawa, in Ottawa
I rarely used a car and rode all year
around. I wish that was
possible here.”
“I don’t have
a driver license
because of my ADD,
so I prefer not to put
myself behind the
wheel of a car.”
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Figure 16 shows that 95% of respondents
would like to cycle more often, likewise
figure 17 shows that 95% of respondents
either already own a bike (85%), or they
want to own a bike (10%) if they do not
currently. These answers demonstrate a
strong interest in cycling in Middleton.

Figure 18 shows that protected bike lanes,
paved trails, and a safer environment are
the top three changes that would encourage
respondents to cycle more as a mode of
transportation in Middleton.

Question: Would you like to travel by bike
more than you do now?

Question: What would encourage you
to cycle as a mode of transportation for
commuting and other regular trips? (Select
all that apply)?

Figure 16 - Increase Travel by Bike

Figure 18 - Encouraging Cycling

No
5%

Yes
95%

Question: Do you own a bike?
Figure 17 - Bike Ownership

Question: Which of the following would you
like more of in Middleton? (Select all that
apply)
Figure 19 - Placemaking
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Additional Comments
Survey respondents provided additional
comments about what would encourage
residents to cycle more as a mode of
transportation. A selection of the long-form
answers are provided here. Four key themes
emerged:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure
Safety
Access to bikes
Community building

“Make
downtown
car-free!!”

“Maybe safer
cycling conditions.
The more cyclists on
the road the more
others will cycle
I hope”

“a safer
environment eg.
separate bike lanes
police who value
bicyclists safety fewer
aggressive/hostile
drivers”

Infrastructure

“Definitely
widening the side of
the roads so you don’t get
hit by cars. I rollerblade so
I have to destroy my wheels
by walking onto the dirt and
sometimes even into the
ditch.”

Safety

“Safer
infrastructure on
Main Street and
Commercial”

“More units
in commercial
areas to lock
bicycles to while
shopping.”

Access to Bikes
“Signage
indicating bike
route”

“Make trails
and paths easier to
use. Some streets are too
narrow with cars so unless we
move to parking on one side
of Commercial and limit street
parking in other areas (like
around the Post Office), I
would feel unsafe cycling
there.”

“Subsidized
bike
purchases”

“Safer routes.
Introducing people
to cycling by making
bikes available to use
like the town does with
canoes and kayaks”
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Community Building
“organized
activities that do
not discriminate or
segregate”
“Encouraging
those who cycle
now, to model and
encourage good
cycling practices.”

Route Preferences
After being asked about demographic
information, travel habits, and what they
think would make Middleton a more
attractive place to cycle, respondents were
asked about specific routes on a draft active
transportation map. The map was developed
in collaboration with the Hubs Activation
Team, as detailed in section 1 of this report.
The draft active transportation network map
can be seen in Figure 5, and includes three
proposed routes.

Survey Results
The survey found that respondents are
most likely to use active transportation
infrastructure for recreation, and other trips
(grocery shopping, visiting friends, etc.), and
are least likely to use active transportation
routes for commuting to work or school.
When the City of Calgary installed protected
cycle tracks, cycling increased on some
routes by more than 200%. When safe
infrastructure is present, people will use it.
Survey respondents provided comments on
each route, and general comments about
cycling in Middleton. A selection of the
comments are included in this section of
the report. Respondents were also asked
what route should be the top priority for
implementation with Route 3 (the trail)
getting the most votes (64%), followed by
Route 2 (Main Street) with 25% of the votes,
and Route 1 (Commercial Street and Bridge
Street) coming in last with 11% of the votes.
The survey results differ from the results of
the in-person pop-up event, where Route 2
was the preferred route.
Figure 20 - Online Survey Route Priority
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Route 1 Survey Results
Route 1 includes Commercial Street and Bridge Street. This route is a north-south connection
from the NSCC campus in the north to Riverside Park in the south. The route connects through
downtown Middleton to access shops, services, and residential areas. Survey respondents were
asked how likely they are to use Route 1 for commuting, other trips, and recreation. Figure 21
shows that respondents are most likely to use Route 1 for recreation and other trips (shopping,
visiting, etc.). A thematic analysis was performed on respondents’ additional comments and
the themes that emerged include: access to destinations, infrastructure, and safety.
Figure 21 - How likely are you to use Route 1 for these purposes? (see Figure 5 for map)

Access to Destinations
“Good choice
for a safe trail. Many
people from the low
rentals up Commercial
St. use electric scooters
and bikes to get to
town.”

“Probably
the most used
with the worst
sidewalks...”

“Busy road
but essential to
connect to other
areas”

Safety
“As it is now
Commercial St is
not cycle friendly, nor
is it safe or friendly
to anyone with
accessibility
issues”

Infrastructure
“It would
work only if you
reduced street
parking near Main St
“...it is very
to one side of the
dangerous. There is
road.”
very little shoulder and
often it makes the drop
off the edge of the road
difficult. It needs signs
and paved shoulder to
make it safer.”
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Route 2 Survey Results
Route 2 includes Main Street, also known as Highway 1, which continues throughout the
Annapolis Valley. This route is an east-west connection through downtown Middleton to access
shops, services, and residential areas. Survey respondents were asked how likely they are to
use Route 2 for commuting, other trips, and recreation. Figure 22 shows that respondents are
most likely to use Route 2 for recreation and other trips (shopping, visiting, etc.). A thematic
analysis was performed on respondents’ additional comments and the themes that emerged
include: infrastructure, motor vehicle traffic, and excitement.
Figure 22 - How likely are you to use Route 2 for these purposes? (see Figure 5 for map)

Infrastructure
“I use this
route, but it is
challenging due to lack
of safe lanes. It would also
be good for it to extend
to Brooklyn Street on
the west.”
“... I would
enjoy using this
route to cycle if
it can be made
safer....”

Motor Vehicle Traffic
“This is a VERY
busy route, with cars
as well as large transport
trucks. The road widens and
narrows several times through
this route and the 2 blocks on
either side of Commercial
are quite dangerous for
cyclists.”

Excitement
“It would be
great to have a
bike lane here!”

“Improvements
would make it
safer. This should
be the highest
priority.”

“Excellent
as it links up
with south shore
trail.”
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Route 3 Survey Results
Route 3 includes the Harvest Moon Trail and the South Shore Annapolis Trail. This route is part of
the Blue Route and already serves people walking, cycling, horse-back riding, and driving ATVs.
Survey respondents were asked how likely they are to use Route 3 for commuting, other trips,
and recreation. Figure 23 shows that respondents are most likely to use Route 3 for recreation.
A thematic analysis was performed on respondents’ additional comments and the themes that
emerged include: trail conditions, attractiveness, connectivity.

Figure 23 - How likely are you to use Route 3 for these purposes? (see Figure 5 for map)

Trail Conditions

Attractiveness

Connectivity

“Love riding it
“this route
“safest and
“... it does
for scenery and to stay
doesn’t
really go
most enjoyable
not give good
away from cars, but it’s
near restaurants and
route, have to ride
access to the local
rough and not maintained
businesses but it’s a great
on roads to get to
businesses along
in the winter months. I would
recreational option and
restaurants or
Main Street...”
love to see the Riverside
one I could take to
stores from it.”
“Trail from
Park connected this
work...”
“Good
Middleton to
way!”
as long as it
nictaux is very bumpy
“... it is
has decent links
with very big dips very
safer and more
(improvements)
dangerous unless you
picturesque”
on Main and
have a bike with
Commercial”
big tires”
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Conclusion
Through the Hubs Activation Team, engagement with Middleton’s Accessibility Advisory
Committee, a pop-up engagement event, and an online survey targeted at residents of
Middleton, Bicycle Nova Scotia has been able to gather great insights from community residents
and organizations throughout Middleton. This feedback has been invaluable for the project.

Interest in Cycling
Overall there is a great interest in cycling
in Middleton for all types of reasons;
commuting to work, making other daily
trips, and for recreation. With 95% of survey
respondents saying they would like to cycle
more than they do now, the time is ripe
for investments in active transportation
infrastructure that will support a healthier,
safer, and more connected community.
People who participated in all types of
engagement conducted for the Blue Route
Hubs Project were eager to cycle more often
and to be able to feel safe doing so.

Key Themes
Several themes emerged throughout the
engagement period, including:
• Safety
• High quality infrastructure
• Discomfort sharing space with motor 		
vehicle traffic
• Attractiveness of routes
• Excitement about active transportation

• Connectivity & accessibility
• Community building
Local residents and stakeholders believe
that safety and physical separation of
people walking, rolling, and cycling from
people driving vehicles is essential for
new active transportation infrastructure
in the town. Accessibility for people of all
ages and people with disabilities must
be incorporated into any infrastructure
changes. Enhancing physical and social
connections is important. In general, there is
excitement for the possibility of new active
transportation infrastructure in Middleton.
These themes will be addressed throughout
the Blue Route Hubs project in the selection
of routes, and design of active transportation
facilities. Bicycle Nova Scotia will continue
to engage with residents and stakeholders
in Middleton throughout the second phase
of the Blue Route Hubs Project to ensure the
project is tailored to local needs.
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Active Transportation Routes
The routes proposed in the draft active
transportation network map were developed
and supported by people who participated
in the engagement process. There were
some suggestions to move the routes onto
adjacent streets, but the majority of people
who participated in all forms of engagement
support the routes in the draft map. For
all three routes, survey respondents were
more likely to use the route for cycling than
to not use the route. Participants in the
engagement process are excited to have
safer ways to travel in Middleton using active
modes.
Participants in the pop-up public
engagement event and the online survey
were asked which of the three routes on the
active transportation network map should
be prioritized for implementation first.
At the pop-up event, 72% of respondents
thought that Route 2 (Main Street) should
be prioritized first. However, on the online
survey, only 25% of respondents thought
that Route 2 should be prioritized, and most
(64%) thought that Route 3 (trail) should
be prioritized. Some of the reasoning for

prioritizing Route 2 included that it is the
least safe route currently, while reasoning
for prioritizing Route 3 included that it
would be the easiest to implement because
the trail already exists. Bicycle Nova Scotia
will undertake further analysis to inform
a recommendation for prioritizing either
Route 2 or Route 3, while considering the
feedback gathered throughout the public
engagement process.
All of the feedback provided by stakeholders
and community members will inform how
Bicycle Nova Scotia moves forward with the
next stages in the Blue Route Hubs Project.
Local knowledge is critical to the project.
and there will be more opportunities to
participate in phase 2 of the project. Thank
you to everyone who participated.

